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for approval.
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Hides are thoroughly pre-inspected for visible
imperfections and to mark the diﬀerent quality zones.
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Computerized cutting eliminates waste and overage by
ensuring maximum yield out of every hide. Up to four
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tools are able to be utilized during this process to ensure
pieces are cut to exact speciﬁcations.
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Cut ship sets are packaged to customersʼ speciﬁcations
and guidelines to make handling eﬃcient. Patterns are
layered to keep ﬂat and secure to avoid damage during
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Each package is labeled with all pertinent information
for eﬃciency and ease of inventory management.
Pre-cut ship sets save on shipping costs by reducing
weight and dimensions of shipping containers.
They also eliminate any damage that can occur to a full
hide during shipment.
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